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PLEASE START HERE:

Thank you for purchasing the Trade Fixtures Gravity Feed Dispenser. Our swing down arm features a maintenance
free gas strut which assists in lifting the bin back into position. The swing down arm is to be used only in
conjunction with Trade Fixtures top shelves manufactured for U2 or Gondola steel assembly and sold in 24”, 32”,
36”, 40” and 48” widths. Mounting the swing down arm to any other shelf top is not recommended.
WARNING: SERIOUS INJURY, OR BODILY HARM IS POSSIBLE BY NOT PROPERLY INSTALLING, AND SECURING THE
SWING DOWN ARM. PLEASE READ AND FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS FOR A PROPER INSTALLATION. ALWAYS
INSPECT GRAVITY BINS DAILY TO ENSURE THE BINS AND SWING DOWN ARMS ARE SECURE ON THE SHELF.

Before you begin...we recommend

You will need the 3/16” ball end allen wrench we shipped with the swing down arm assembly.
Tabs

1.Unbox Arm

Locate swing down
arm, and allen wrench

2.Screw’s Loose

Remove the screw and nut from the base
of the Swing Down Arm. You will not need the nut.

Slots

3.Identify Tab and Slots

Locate the tabs on the base of the swing down arm,
and the insertion slots on the top shelf.
Screw from
Step 2

4.Install the Swing Down Arm

Once you have inserted the swing down arm into the slotted holes in the top
shelf, use both hands and slide the arm assembly back to lock the arm in place.

5.Securing the Arm

Align the screw & base hole (approx. center) of the
arm, and begin threading screw. Use tool to tighten.
Slots

Bin
Base

6.Remove Bin Base

You will not need the black base stand that is
currently attached. Press the tab at the back of the
bin and slide the bin forward to remove the base.

7.Attaching Bin to Swing Down Arm
Locate the slots (four total) in the swing down
arm plate and align the bin’s external tabs to
guide toward the plate as shown.

8.Align and Slide Down

Once the bin is against the swing down arm plate, the
tabs on the bin should be aligned in the notched slots
of the arm. Gently pull down on the spout of the bin
to slide bin down in the arm assembly.

9.Swinging Down the Arm and Locking Into Place

Once you have the bin resting in the swing down arm plate, you can
gently pull the bin spout in a downward motion and place your hand
on the lid to further push the bin and arm downward. The swing
down arm can lock into place by pushing the locking latch back
towards the shelf unit once the bin and arm assembly are completely
extended (see step 10 for close up). You can now let go of the bin.

Latch

Push to
Lock

10.Lock In Place

With swing down arm fully extended, you will
notice the locking latch. Push the latch towards
the top shelf to engage the lock.

11.Merchandise Bin

Remove lid, fill bin with desired amount of product and replace lid.

Pull to
Unlock

12.Return to Shelf

With one hand and with the lid replaced,
slightly push down and with your other hand,
pull to release the locking latch. The Swing
Down Arm will begin to pull bin back upward.

13.Manual Assistance
As the swing down arm is retracting the bin and returning it to the
top shelf, you may want to help the spout clear the top shelf by slightly
pulling out (NOT UP) on the bin spout. Move on to the next installation.

Cleaning Instructions:

Can be disassembled and placed in a dishwasher up to 130°F, or washed with warm soapy water (Non-Abrasive Soap or Detergent).
Do not use any chemicals or alcohol based products, these will damage the bin. Call with Questions.

While Cleaning Your Bins:

Visually inspect the swing down arms for damage when servicing your bins. DISCONTINUE USE IF THERE IS ANY FAILURE OF SWING
DOWN ARM COMPONENTS (RIVETS, NUT, BOLT, GAS CYLINDER, OR OTHER PARTS) WHICH PREVENT NORMAL, SAFE OPERATION.

